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POPLA Ref 8662550604

Parking Charge Ref 1264902201050

VRM M13AWY

Site name Metrocentre

Contravention Date/Time 07/08/2020 10:50:47

Lower Charge Rate £50.00

Contravention Staff member parked in no staff parking area .
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On the 7th August 2020, our warden issued a parking charge to vehicle registration M13AWY at
Metrocentre. The parking charge was issued because a staff member had parked in a no staff parking
area.

The parking charge rate was £90, reduced to £50 if payment was received within fourteen days.

Following the issue of this parking charge, UKPC received no driver details. We therefore had
reasonable cause to obtain the details of the registered keeper from the DVLA; this led to UKPC issuing
a Notice to Keeper dated the 7th September 2020. Issued 4 weeks and 3 days after the date of the
parking event (where a Notice to Driver was served), the notices comply fully with paragraphs 7 and 8
of Schedule 4 of the Protection of Freedoms Act (PoFA) 2012 in transferring liability to the registered
keeper. As the registered keeper has refused to identify the driver, the keeper is now liable to pay this
parking charge, in accordance with PoFA 2012.

An appeal was received from the DVLA registered keeper of the vehicle Miss Amy Walker on the 7th
August 2020, which the appeals department investigated and decided to reject.

The basis of the appeal was that the signage photos taken by our warden are blurred. UKPC have
enclosed a PDF of the signage photographed by our warden for the avoidance of doubt. This motorist
has been issued a charge for parking in a customer parking area as a staff member on site, and she
has not disputed in her appeals to UKPC that she is not a staff member on site. As a staff member on
site, it is reasonable to expect she would have been aware of the terms and conditions of parking on
site as per the signage in close proximity to where she had parked. The driver had knowingly parked in
this area, and has proceeded to walk into the rear door of the Apple store via service yard B C shown
on the site plan submitted. UK Parking Control signage complies fully with section 18 of the British
Parking Association Code of Practice and we reject the suggestion that it is vague or misleading.
Entrance signage advises motorists that terms of parking apply, and that notices within the car park
should be checked to identify the full terms and conditions. These notices are placed throughout the car
park. It is ultimately the responsibility of the motorist to ensure they identify the terms of parking, and
then decide whether to park their vehicle, or leave the site if they are unable to meet those terms.

The driver states that UKPC had not shown evidence to confirm the breach occurred. The driver has at
no point denied that the staff parking breach did not occur, and has not provided any information or
evidence to the contrary. It is also worth noting that any evidence that has been provided within their
appeal to POPLA, but not in the appeal(s) made to UKPC, cannot be considered as evidence when
reviewing a PCN during the appeals process as we have not been afforded the opportunity to consider
it as evidence prior to rejecting the appeal based on the evidence we had.

We have made it clear on our parking charge notice, and all subsequent correspondence, that we are
seeking payment of an outstanding parking charge, thereby clearly identifying ourselves as the creditor.

The photographic evidence of the vehicle parked at the Metrocentre are taken to confirm the location
where the vehicle was parked, in this instance a customer only parking area. Our Warden has provided
an Official witness statement confirming his observations of the vehicle driver on the date in question, in
order to comply with the limitations of GDPR relating to our inability to directly film or photograph
individuals on foot. As we cannot photograph individuals on foot, we have adopted the approach of
obtaining Warden witness statements to support the charge, and verify the driver was observed
breaching the terms and conditions of parking, by parking as a staff member in a customer parking
area, then proceeding on foot through a staff only service yard then walking through secure staff only
doors at the rear of the Apple store. Please see enclosed our full Warden witness statement for the
avoidance of doubt.

The parking charges issued by UK Parking Control Limited are based on a contractual agreement
between UKPC and the driver, as detailed on the signage displayed in the car park. The signage states
the terms and conditions of parking and explains that a parking charge will be payable if the terms are
not met by the driver. We ensure that signage is ample, clear and visible, wholly in line with the British
Parking Association Code of Practice. It is settled law that a driver is deemed to have accepted the
terms and conditions of parking by the act of parking and leaving a vehicle.

UKPC adheres to the General Data Protection Regulation 2018 and handles all data securely on the
legal bases of contract and legitimate interest. As explained on UKPC signage, data may be shared as
necessary with our debt recovery agents. Once we no longer require this personal data, it will be
destroyed in line with our data retention policies. Full details may be found by reading UKPC’s privacy
policy at http://www.ukparkingcontrol.com/Privacy-Policy.

This charge does not concern the use of P&D machine and this issue is dismissed from consideration
for that reason. Furthermore, this charge does not concern an overstay of minutes and for the same
reason this will not be considered in this case summary.

Schedule 4 of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 discusses the recovery of unpaid parking charges.
It allows parking operators to hold the registered keeper liable to pay unpaid parking charges if the
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operator has not been provided the name and a serviceable address of the driver.

The contract between UK Parking Control Ltd and the landowner (or their managing agent) authorising
UKPC to provide parking management, and therefore issue parking charges to vehicles breaching the
terms of parking, is confidential and we are unable to provide a copy for reasons of commercial
sensitivity. We have however provided a redacted copy, with sensitive information covered. The
redacted contract confirms our authority dating from the 30th September 2011 in an ongoing
agreement, based on the termination clause in the attached terms and conditions. If neither party
terminates the contract, as in this case, the contract will continue on a rolling basis.

The appellant has stated that the charge is unfair. With reference to the Consumer Rights Acts and the
Unfair Terms in Contracts Regulations, The Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and
Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 require that certain information is provided prior to the conclusion
of the contract. However, under section 6 (2) it states that: “These Regulations do not apply to contracts
– (a) concluded by means of automatic vending machines or automated commercial premises”. In this
case, “automated commercial premises” may refer to a place of business where little to no human
contact is required for the conclusion and performance of a contract. The car park in question is an
example of this. The warden is not there to establish a contract, just the breach to the terms and
conditions. For this reason, the Consumer Rights Act of 2015 (etc) does not apply. Furthermore, with
reference to the Unfair Terms in Contracts Regulations, it is ultimately the motorist’s responsibility to
check for any terms and conditions, and either adhere to them or choose to leave.

There are sufficient signs advising drivers that staff may not park in the area in question, and that by
parking in this location it may result in staff of the site being issued a parking charge. Miss Walker’s
vehicle was parked in a no staff parking area; consequently, the parking charge was issued correctly.

A letter was sent to Miss Walker informing her of our decision on the 11th September 2020.
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Parking Charge 1264902201050

Vehicle Registration Mark M13 AWY

Driver Status Registered Keeper

Title MISS

Name Amy Walker

Address 1 76 Ravensworth Road

Address 2

Address 3

Post Code NE11 9FJ

Contact No

Email amywalkerr@hotmail.co.uk

Appeal Response by EMAIL

 Appeal Reason

Re: Parking Charge Reference Number: 1264902201050 Vehicle registration: M13 AWY dated 07/08/2020

I write to you requesting evidence of a breach of your terms and conditions which are stated in your parking
charge notice:

“Staff member parked in no staff parking area”.

The Parking Conditions laid out on the signage I’m assuming state “no staff parking” assuming, as the photos
you have provided are illegible and unfocused and bare no relation to where the vehicle was parked, and you
have provided photographic evidence of the vehicle (to which I am the registered keeper) being parked on
said property, along with the poor photos of the signage, however you haven’t provided any actual evidence
of the terms being breached.

I am correct in stating that the private land (car park) in question is a free car park, which does not require a
permit/parking ticket or permission to park a vehicle, as long as the landowners terms and conditions are
adhered to, of which you have not provided any evidence of myself (the registered keeper) or the driver of
breaching.

If you would like to provide me with the relevant evidence of your landowners’ terms and conditions actually
being breached then we can continue correspondence, however if you are unable to provide such evidence
then I will assume this matter is closed, and any further unfounded demands for financial reimbursement
could be considered as harassment. I would also ask that all of my personal data be removed from your
systems in accordance with GDPR as you no longer have my consent to hold on to it. This is outlined under
article 7 as my Right to be Forgotten (Data Erasure).
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Parking Charge 1264902201050

Vehicle Registration Mark M13 AWY

Driver Status Registered Keeper

Title MISS

Name Amy Walker

Address 1 76 Ravensworth

Address 2

Address 3

Post Code NE11 9FJ

Contact No

Email amywalkerr@hotmail.co.uk

Appeal Response by EMAIL

 Appeal Reason

Re PCN number: 1264902201050

I dispute your 'parking charge', as the keeper of the vehicle. I deny any liability or contractual agreement and I
will be making a complaint about your predatory conduct to your client landowner.

There will be no admissions as to who was driving and no assumptions can be drawn. Since your PCN is a
vague template, I require an explanation of the allegation and your evidence. You must also include a clear
and close up actual photograph of the sign you contend was at the location on the material date as well as
your images of the vehicle parked within a reasonable proximity to said sign.

If the allegation concerns a PDT machine, the data supplied in response to this appeal must include the
record of payments made - showing partial VRNs - and an explanation of the reason for the PCN, because
your Notice does not explain it.

If the allegation involves an alleged overstay of minutes, your evidence must include the actual grace period
agreed by the landowner.
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This is not a circular

AMY ELIZABETH WALKER
76 RAVENSWORTH ROAD

GATESHEAD
NE11 9FJ

Date :  10 August 2020

Registration Number :  M13AWY

Parking Charge Reference No :  1264902201050

Dear Miss Walker ,

Thank you for your recent correspondence in relation to the above parking charge.

Please note that your Data Erasure request has been passed to the relevant department.

In order to make a final decision regarding your appeal, please provide a copy of evidence to
confirm you were not on site for work purposes on the date in question to our Appeals Department
within fourteen days of the date of this letter.

Further correspondence may be sent by submitting another appeal on our website at
www.ukpcappeals.co.uk, or by post to the address overleaf. Please ensure that if sending
evidence by post that you include the parking charge reference number and vehicle registration.

Failure to provide this information will give us no alternative other than to make our final decision
based on the previous information received. At this stage a POPLA verification code will be
provided.

The parking charge has been on hold whilst under appeal and may be settled in full at the reduced
rate of £50.

Yours sincerely,

Appeals Department
UK Parking Control Ltd

UK Parking Control Ltd. PO BOX 1087, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 9UR. 
Appeals: www.ukpcappeals.co.uk

Registered in England No: 5104383. Registered Office: The Meridian,  
4 Copthall House, Station Square, Coventry, CV1 2FL
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This is not a circular

AMY ELIZABETH WALKER
76 RAVENSWORTH ROAD

GATESHEAD
NE11 9FJ

Date :  11 September 2020

Registration Number :  M13AWY

Parking Charge Reference No :  1264902201050

Dear Miss Walker ,

Thank you for your recent communication concerning the above parking charge.

We have carefully considered your appeal based on the information provided and the evidence
supporting the parking charge. In this instance having completed our assessment, we consider the
parking charge to have been correctly issued, as you had parked in a customer only parking area.

Schedule 4 of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 discusses the recovery of unpaid parking
charges. It allows parking operators to hold the registered keeper liable to pay unpaid parking
charges if the operator has not been provided the name and a serviceable address of the driver.

UK Parking Control signage complies fully with the British Parking Association Code of Practice
and we reject the suggestion that it is vague or misleading.

This charge does not concern a P&D machine or ticket.

There is no requirement in law for private parking operators to offer a grace period before issuing
parking charges. Being a member of the BPA, however, UKPC must adhere to the BPA Code of
Practice’s condition that drivers should be allowed ‘a reasonable grace period’ before issuance
(Section 13.2) (prior to Amendments in Oct 2015.) Reasonableness, of course, differs according
to contravention type (e.g. out of bay, roadway parking, hatched markings etc) and circumstance
and does not detail how long a reasonable grace period is. UKPC does offer such a reasonable
grace period with all parking charges. It should be noted that issuing a charge itself takes some
time, which may be considered as a reasonable grace period in certain circumstances.

Our appeals process is now concluded, you may now choose one of the following options:

1) Pay the parking charge detailed above at the reduced rate of £50 to UK Parking Control Ltd.
PLEASE REFER OVERLEAF FOR PAYMENT OPTIONS AND ADDRESS DETAILS.

2) Make an appeal to the independent adjudicator POPLA (Parking on Private Land Appeals)
using the verification code provided above. Please note that if you wish to appeal to POPLA, you
will lose the right to pay the discounted rate of £50, and should POPLA reject your appeal you will
be required to pay the full amount of £90. If you opt to pay the parking charge you will be unable
to appeal with POPLA. Appeals to POPLA must be made within twenty-eight days from the date of
this letter. To appeal with POPLA, please visit www.popla.co.uk. If you are unable to access the
internet, you may appeal by post – this must be done using a POPLA postal form which may be
obtained by contacting POPLA by phone (0330 159 6126) or post (PO Box 1270, Warrington,
WA4 9RL).

By law we are also required to inform you that Ombudsman Services (www.ombudsman-
services.org/) provides an alternative dispute resolution service that would be competent to deal
with your appeal.  However, we have not chosen to participate in their alternative dispute
resolution service.  As such should you wish to appeal then you must do so to POPLA, as
explained above.

UK Parking Control Ltd. PO BOX 1087, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 9UR. 
Appeals: www.ukpcappeals.co.uk

Registered in England No: 5104383. Registered Office: The Meridian,  
4 Copthall House, Station Square, Coventry, CV1 2FL
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